


INTRODUCTION

The cost of such treatment like hemodialysis 
for end stage kidney disease is high and needs 
attention for reducing it.

Alarms should never be taken carelessly and 
disarming of alarms should never be 
practiced. 



COMMON HD MACHINE 
BREAKDOWN

There are-
Motor brush
Loading valve
Shunt cover
Hansen connector leakage
Power supply 
Flow problems
Damage of concentrate lines
Blood pump motor jam
Conductivity problem
Battery backup 



MOTOR BRUSH



MOTOR BRUSH

It is a DC motor, without the brush the motor
will not function

Motor

FlowDegas



Totally there are 4 brushes, 
each of the motor contains 2 
brushes.

The damage of the brush 
happens after 10000 hours of 
usage 

If the motor brushes are 
damaged, flow alarm will come 
constantly



LOADING VALVE



Loading Valve

balance the water 
pressure in the 
hydraulic compartment

This is one of the 
common problem 
occurs after 2 or 3 years



Loading valve

This loading valve 
problem occurs due to 
glue leakage.

It indicates positive 
pressure failure during 
automated test.



SHUNT COVER



Shunt cover

It is present at the side of the 
hemodialysis machine.
Clips get damaged in the rod 
sensor
Machine remains in bypass 
and it will not switch on to 
dialysis mode.
Flash light with audible alarm 
and dialysate line not 
connected is shown on the 
screen



HANSEN CONNECTOR LEAKAGE



Hansen connector leakage

It is one of the common problem in 
hemodialysis machine.

O-ring is present inside the dialysate 
in and outlet Hansen connectors.

The main cause of O-ring damage 
leads to leakage of dialysate 



POWER SUPPLY



Power Supply

Integrated circuit from the power supply
board gets damaged due to voltage
fluctuations



O - RING DAMAGE OF 
CONCENTRATE LINES



O ring damage of concentrate lines
This damage is caused 
due to rough handling 
during plugging or 
unplugging of 
concentration lines.

Leakage occurs from the 
front side of the machine



Blood pump motor Jam



Blood pump motor Jam
It is also one of the most 
common problem where 
barring of the blood pump 
motor gets jammed

The main cause of motor jam 
is number of uses or 
manufacture defect or rusted.

This problem is rectified by 
applying lubricant oil (WD40) 
or bearing alone can be 
replaced.



FLOW PROBLEMS

Flow problems

Blockage in degas 
filter

Blockage in Diasafe



Diasafe can be clogged by 
high TDS water and 
bicarbonate precipitation

Diasafe test can be 
bypassed during 
emergency and then it can 
be replaced after the 
therapy.

It shows flow alarm on the 
screen.

Blockage in Diasafe



The main cause of block in 
the degas filter is hardness of 
incoming water (RO issue) 
and improper mixing 
bicarbonate.

After cleaning the degas 
filter, one has to calibrate the 
water flow.

Blockage in degas filter



CONDUCTIVITY PROBLEM



Conductivity problem

The main function of membrane pump is for 
suction of acid and bicarbonate

It shows low conductivity or there wont be no 
conductivity



Its main cause is blockage of filter

There is a spring in the membrane 
pump gets damaged or precipitated 
in the spring assembly.



BATTERY BACKUP



Battery Backup

Maximum usage is 4 to 5 years
It provides 30 minutes power backup when there is 
no electricity
It can be replaced when the battery becomes weak

18 volts  

12 volts6 volts


